
Exalted 3rd Edition Charm Cascades

Legend

Martial Arts - Crane Style

Empowering Justice Redirection
Core, p. 443/444

Supplement any attack against an enemy who has attacked
the martial artist or those she is protecting. One success
to attack roll, one die to post-soak damage. Double if the
other character being defended was hit. Mastery applies.

Crane Form
Core, p. 444

Increase parry. Garments will not be torn or stained in
combat. Reduce Full Defense cost. While in Full Defense

respond to any withering or decisive attacks. Defend Other
allows to react to any attacks against the ward.

Wisdom of the Celestial Crane
Core, p. 446/447

Use when makign a decisive counterattack in response
to an incomign decisive attack. Gain bonuses to the attack

and on a successful attack impart a Defining Tie of love
towards Creation. Mastery/Terrestrial applies, refer book.

Mournful Crane‘s Cry
Core, p. 445/446

Enhances a counterattack depending on which
weapon type (Unarmed, Hook Sword, War Fan) the

stylist uses.

Kindly Sifu‘s Quill
Core, p. 445

Apply Double 10s to decisive damage roll, but only deal
bashing damage. If Intimacy has been applied with prereq.

the enemy takes a defense penalty. 
Mastery: Higher Doubles rating depending on Intimacy

Humbling Enlightenment Commentary
Core, p. 445

Add stunt dice to decisive attack damage rolls as well
if verbally analyzing enemy. Can automatically instill

positive minor tie to a group or principle.
Please refer the book for this complex Charm.
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Wings Spread to Sky
Core, p. 445

Supplement move action to fly through air. If using
Defend Other, the ward can be carried along. When using
to cross distance before decisive attacks, gain Double 10s
on damage. Please refer the book for this complex Charm.

Fluttering Cry of Warning
Core, p. 444

Gain increased parry when defending another. Force
enemy bypassing the stylists defense to attack her, not

the intended target.
Mastery: Defend Other becomes reflexive

Feather-Stirred Arrow Deflection
Core, p. 444/445

Make counterattacks against enemies at range, even up
to extreme range. Can spend Willpower to redirect

counterattack to a different target instead.
Terrestrial: Maximum range is long

Crossed Wings Denial
Core, p. 444

Roll (Wits + Martial Arts) and bank successes, to increase
parry in the following rounds or initiate a decisive

counterattack.
Terrestrial: Higher cost to increase parry.

☑
☑

Ebon Shadow Style Info
Defensive and graceful like the crane, this style‘s students
learn to fight not just with physical blows, but to empathize
and attempt to sway the enemy with words.

Counter-attacks rule the day in this style.

Complementary Abilities: Presence, Performance, Socialize

Weapons
• War Fan and Hook Sword
• Unarmed

Armor
Incompatible with all
forms of armor.

All Four Charms


